TEAMING PROGRAMS AT WHITE OAKS
GIVE ME S’MORES (Category: Teaming)
This campfire teaming event will have your group in competition for the best s’mores in town! In
order to make their toasty treats, teams will have to earn their s’more supplies by completing nontraditional teaming challenges. All teams will assemble their s’mores by the fire side while enjoying
the competition and camaraderie
60 SECOND DASH (Category: Teaming)
In this suspense filled teaming session, team members will compete in timed challenges made
famous by the hit show “Minute to Win It”. This program guarantees to be high intensity teaming
that brings big excitement!
TEAM SPORT IN THE MPG (Category: Teaming)
Our Multi-Purpose Gymnasium is the perfect venue to set up a game or tournament for your group.
Whether it’s basketball, volleyball, dodge ball, or any other game you would like to incorporate into
your agenda, the MPG is the place to do it!
WINE & BEER (Category: Learning)
Perfect for groups of 25 or more, your challenge it to taste several Niagara wines and beers and
match them to the descriptions provided on ballots. The wine and beer labels, of course, are
covered to keep it interesting! This program can be played as individuals, or in teams. With or
without prizes, groups enjoy the challenge of testing their tasting knowledge!
SHIPWRECK (Category: Fan Fave)
This is a program that encounters all aspects of a teaming event. The activity requires teams to plan,
make decisions, create and communicate with one another on many levels. Teams are faced with
the difficult challenge of building a boat out of cardboard. Most teams come in to the event with an
attitude that it cannot be done, how is your crew going to prove them wrong?
WO’S OLYMPICS (Category: Fan Fave)
Allow your group to find their inner Olympians! Once put into teams, they will be challenged
with non-traditional Olympic games focusing on leadership, trust, communication, and analytical
thinking while igniting the fire within. Olympic challenges are tailored to allow everyone to excel,
regardless of their physical ability.
BACKYARD GAMES (Category: Fan Fave)
Who wouldn’t have fun playing some old fashioned yard games!? Each competitor has the chance
to set a new record and earn bragging rights at a number of old fashioned (and a few of our own
creations!) FUN games! White Oaks Backyard Games take place in our beautiful gardens, and if the
weather isn’t on our side we’ll bring the fun indoors!
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